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The growing network of advanced GW detectors
GEO-HF

LIGO Hanford
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3 km
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LIGO Livingston
Virgo

3 separate collaborations
working together
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Improving detectors over time to reduce the noise level

Initial LIGO
(2002-2010)

Advanced LIGO
(as of 2015)
10−23
amplitude
spectral
density!
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Past advanced detector observing runs
O1 — Sep 12, 2015 to Jan 19, 2016

O2 — Nov 30, 2016 to Aug 25, 2017

LIGO Hanford and Livingston

Initially just LIGO; then Virgo joined the run on August 1, 2017

Summaries at https://www.gw-openscience.org/detector_status/
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Where to get O1+O2 data, tutorials and software
https://www.gw-openscience.org
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Discoveries and other results from O1 and O2

Events confidently detected in O1+O2: the GWTC-1 catalog
Abbott et al. (LSC+Virgo) 2019,
Phys Rev X 9, 031040
Ten binary black hole (BBH)
mergers plus one binary
neutron star (BNS) merger!
Mass ratio (𝒒) consistent with 1
for all these events, but with
significant uncertainty
The data determines “chirp
mass” best for BNS and
low-mass BBHs, or total
mass for high-mass BBHs
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… seemingly consistent with “mass gaps”
Stellar evolution models suggest that remnant BHs only span a certain mass range
For mZAMS above ~120 𝑀⊙ , stars are disrupted in pair instability or pulsational pair instability supernova

[Abbott et al. 2019, ApJL 882, L24]

(O1+O2)
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Spins of merging BBHs
A key parameter that could help distinguish among different formation pathways, e.g.:
• A massive binary star system with sequential core-collapses
• Chemically homogeneous evolution of a pair of massive stars in close orbit
• Dynamical formation of binary from two BHs in a dense star cluster
• Binaries formed from a population of primordial black holes
The data determines an “effective spin”
parameter 𝝌eff the best

Most of our BBH have 𝜒eff consistent with 0,
though two (GW151226 and GW170729)
evidently have nonzero values

[Abbott et al. 2019, PRX 9, 031040]
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GW170817: binary neutron star!
GW170817
Initially found using a template with typical
neutron star masses
And coincident (within ~2 sec) with a
short GRB!

Visible in LIGO spectrograms!
We localized it in the sky it pretty well
To an area of ~31 deg2
(after working around a glitch
in the LIGO-Livingston data),

ultimately to ~16 deg2

[Abbott et al. 2017,
PRL 119, 161101]
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GRB 170817A / AT2017gfo electromagnetic signatures
Gamma-Ray Burst

Kilonova

Price/Rosswog/Press

Afterglow

[LSC, Fermi-GBM and INTEGRAL 2017, ApJL 848, L13]

Pretty typical observed
properties, but very dim
(i.e., low 𝐸𝑖𝑠𝑜 ) considering
how close it was

[Drout et al. 2017, Science 10.1126/science.aaq0049]

Thermal emission from
ejected material, heated
by decay of r-process
elements formed in event

[Troja et al. 2019, MNRAS 489, 1919]

Slow onset and rise,
constant spectral index
completes picture of a
successful off-axis jet
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Other O1+O2 candidates and searches
(Any chance you captured a counterpart?)
GWTC-1 marginal candidates [Abbott et al. 2019, PRX 9, 031040]
1-OGC: First Open Gravitational-wave Catalog [Nitz et al. 2019, ApJ 872, 195]
Potential GW and [Fermi-GBM] Gamma-ray Multi-messenger Candidate 1-OGC 151030
[Nitz, Nielsen & Capano 2019, ApJL 876, L4]

O1 highly spinning BBH GW151216 [Zackay et al. 2019, PRD 100, 023007]
Six new O2 BBH events/candidates [Venumadhav et al., arXiv:1904.07214]
Two additional BBH candidates in O2 data [Zackay et al., arXiv:1910.09528]

(Targeted BBH
population more
than LSC-Virgo)

2-OGC: Open GW Catalog from O1+O2 data, with a new marginal BBH [Nitz et al, arXiv:1910.05331]

Plus LSC-Virgo searches for many other types of signals (O2 ones listed here)
Multi-messenger searches for GW signals associated with GRBs (besides 170817A), magnetar flares, nearby core-collapse SNe
[Abbott et al., arXiv:1907.01443 ; ApJ 874, 163 ; arXiv:1908.03584]
Search for sub-solar-mass binary mergers [PRL 123, 161102]
Searches for more general GW burst signals [PRD 100, 024017 ; PRD 99, 104033 ; PRD 100, 064064 ; ApJ 883, 149]
Searches for quasiperiodic GW signals from rotating neutron stars [PRD 100, 024004 ; PRD 99, 122002 ; arXiv:1906.12040]
All-sky isotropic and directional searches for a stochastic GW background [PRD 100, 061101(R) ; PRD 100, 062001]
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Tests of General Relativity

(In a nutshell: GR seems fine)

Speed of gravitational waves vs. light
Upper limit on the mass of the graviton (if it exists): 𝟒. 𝟕 × 𝟏𝟎𝟐𝟑 eV/c 2 (combined analysis)
Inspiral waveform deviations due to
dipole gravitational radiation,
or as arbitrary deviations from
post-Newtonian expansion coefficients
Limits on alternate polarizations in GW signal

[Abbott et al. 2019, PRL 123, 011102]
[Abbott et al., PRD in press, arXiv:1903.04467]
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LIGO in the O3 observing run

Making LIGO better, 2017–19
The detectors were down for ~1.5 years for lots of work:
•
•
•
•
•

Test mass and reaction mass replacements
Test mass “acoustic mode” dampers
Better control of scattered light
Laser upgrade
Squeezed light source installation
and commissioning
• Large gate valve repair
• etc.

The O3 observing run began
on April 1, 2019
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O3 noise performance on a pretty typical day
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Range vs. time for all of O3 so far
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Detection rate increase with improving range
O3 has ~30-40% greater range
than the best achieved in O1/O2
 𝟏. 𝟑

𝟑

= 𝟐. 𝟐 times the volume

𝟏. 𝟒

𝟑

= 𝟐. 𝟕
Initial
LIGO

O1 / O2
O3
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Low-latency searches
As LIGO and Virgo data is collected, we analyze it immediately to search for compact
binary coalescence (CBC) and GW burst signals
Four low-latency CBC search pipelines: GstLAL, MBTAOnline, PyCBC Live, and SPIIR
One GW burst search pipeline: cWB (Coherent WaveBurst)

Each pipeline assesses the significance of any signal candidate, assigning it a false
alarm rate (FAR) based on empirically measured noise properties
The initial searches focus on detection, not on estimating the parameters of the source

We also use the RAVEN pipeline to check for coincidences of reported GRBs and GW
triggers, even sub-threshold ones

For more information about low-latency searches and the alerts issued by LSC-Virgo,
see https://emfollow.docs.ligo.org/userguide/analysis/searches.html
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as of Oct 1
https://gracedb.ligo.org/superevents/public/O3/
Of the 33 non-retracted
candidates, 21 are classified as
BBH, with sum of BBH
probabilities 20.44
Plus, S190930s and S190924h
are “MassGap” candidates (based
on preliminary classification!) with
ProbNS = 0.00, 0.29

More information on
public alerts in Marica
Branchesi’s talk, next
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O3 at the halfway point

H

L

LIGO duty factors so far: 71% / 76%
Coincident HL duty factor: 59%
We paused the O3 run on October 1 to do
some maintenance and commissioning work

HLV

O3 will resume on November 1 and is planned
to continue through the end of April 2020
We call the period before the commissioning break O3a; after the break will be O3b
23

LIGO activities, no significant delay as of now.

Slide from OpenLVEM telecon presentation, https://dcc.ligo.org/LIGO-G1902055/public

LIGO Commissioning break
Category

Specific task(s)

Motivation

In-vac scattering mitigation (both)

H1: In-vac window swap.
L1: More in-vac baffles.

Smaller scattered light noise.

Squeezing improvement (H1 only)

Replace damaged fiber.

Smaller shot noise via more pump
power into in-vac squeezer.

Vacuum (both)

L1: X-arm accumulation test,
identify (and fix) the leak.
H1: Swap aging equipments.

Reduced residual gas effect for L1.
Risk mitigation for H1.

Environment (H1 only)

Wind fence.

Better duty factor, possibly reduced
glitches, when windy.

Seismic isolation (H1 only)

Thermal control
of tilt24
sensor.
G1902055-v2,
OpenLVEM,
Octobert 2019 More robust control.

There are other “me too” activities that are not essential for O3b (but may be essential for O4).
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Next steps for LIGO

Planned improvements for the O4 and O5 runs
The Advanced LIGO detectors are not yet operating at “design sensitivity”
Gravitational-wave detection is hard! We have more commissioning to do
The work period after O3 will include upgrading the lasers (doubling their power) and
replacing some of the large mirrors to reduce the number of problematic point absorbers,
plus numerous smaller technical improvements and vacuum system maintenance

We also have ways to further improve the design of the detectors
These have been carefully planned and collected into the A+ upgrade project
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The A+ upgrade project
Addresses the quantum and thermal noise effects that limit LIGO sensitivity
Major funding has been awarded by NSF, UK Research & Innovation / STFC, and the
Australian Research Council
Major areas of improvement:
Add long “filter cavities” to provide
frequency-dependent squeezing, reducing
quantum noise at both high and low frequencies

Interferometer
with Signal Mirror

EY

EX

B

S

IN

Improve mirror coatings on the large
test masses to reduce thermal noise
New optical components to
reduce losses at high power
Balanced homodyne readout

AS
SRM
PO

LIGO Lab/
G. Billingsley

Full realization of A+ improvements
will increase the rate of GW events by a
factor of ∼5 overall; a bit more for BNS

Evans et al., PRD 88, 022002;
Isogai et al.

Balanced
Homodyne
Readout
PD B
with Mode
Cleaners

OMC

BS2

LMC

!

PD A

Fritschel, Evans and Frolov,
Optics Express 22, 4224
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Projected run schedule
Plans may change due to the rate of commissioning progress and noise hunting,
but this is our best understanding of the likely future schedule and sensitivity targets
Only showing LIGO here, but observing runs are planned jointly with Virgo, and now with KAGRA too

From Prospects for Observing and Localizing
Gravitational-Wave Transients with Advanced
LIGO, Advanced Virgo and KAGRA,
arXiv:1304.0670
(new version as of September 2019)

Some A+ components will
be installed in this period
and used in the O4 run

After installing all A+
components, but it may
take some time to tune
things up for full sensitivity
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The 3rd LIGO detector: LIGO-India

Origins of LIGO-India
The Advanced LIGO upgrade project enabled the fabrication of 3 Advanced detectors
The LIGO Hanford facility was designed to house 2 independent detectors (and did in Initial LIGO)

Around the time Advanced LIGO was funded, it was realized that the third detector could
have significantly more value if located at a separate observatory elsewhere on Earth
Better localization
Avoid correlated noise sources
Different environment  less correlated downtime

A group of Indian scientists formed a consortium, IndIGO, and proposed that India could
build and operate the third observatory
Indian scientists had been involved in the LSC already, but mainly in GR theory and data analysis
Proposal was conditionally approved by the U.S. NSF and National Science Board in 2012
Formalized with the Indian government and lead institutions in 2016

The procured and fabricated components of the third Advanced LIGO detector are in
storage, waiting to be shipped and installed at the appropriate time
30

An engaged and still-growing team in India
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LIGO-India site and timeline
The site for the LIGO-India observatory has
been selected, and the land acquired
In the Hingoli district of Maharashtra
Features low seismic noise – good!
Have made arrangements for infrastructure

Should break ground soon for the observatory
Anticipated to be operational in 2025
(as an A+ detector)
http://www.ligo-india.in/
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Impact of LIGO-India on Localizing Events
Adding LIGO-India to the Hanford-Livingston-Virgo-KAGRA network helps localization,
but additional benefit comes from increasing the fraction of the time when there are 4 or
3 sensitive detectors operating
e.g., 80% duty cycle sounds good, but 0.8

5

= 0.33 ; would have 4 detectors working 41% of the time

Example: improvement from going from 3 sites to 4:
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Development of 3rd-generation GW detectors

Motivation for building new GW observatories
We understand the limitations of the current facilities and detectors rather well now
Further improvements in detector technology are possible, but we will be limited by the
length of the interferometer arms
Detection rate should scale as the cube of the arm length, if all other things are equal
 We can win big by increasing the arm lengths
Reducing noise at low frequencies is also a priority

In brief, facilities we envision can:
► Enormously increase the number of compact binary mergers detected
► Provide samples of “loud” signals measured with very high fidelity
► Greatly improve tests of cosmology and fundamental physics
► Trace the cosmic evolution of compact binary mergers, inferring their origins and evolution
► Search more deeply for signals other than binary mergers — such as spinning neutron stars,
core-collapse supernovae, and the stochastic GW background — in parameter space where those
sources are very plausible
35

A global initiative
Natural evolution of current GW detector projects (e.g. LIGO, GEO, Virgo) and expertise
Separate major efforts in Europe and the U.S., but coordinated to a degree by the
Gravitational Wave International Committee (GWIC) and its 3G Subcommittee
(https://gwic.ligo.org/3Gsubcomm/)
e.g., sharing of detector R&D

Want to maximize the value of the worldwide investment
Likely to have a heterogeneous network of operating GW facilities

Building on a base of funded conceptual design studies and detector R&D,
now getting serious about firming up the science case, roadmap and project planning
An NSF grant (PHY-1836814) is currently funding this work in the U.S.

Several white papers have been written over the past year –
see https://gwic.ligo.org/3Gsubcomm/documents.shtml
Science case and project overviews
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Einstein Telescope
Underground, triangular array of interferometers with 10 km arms

http://www.et-gw.eu/

Two European sites are under consideration
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Cosmic Explorer
L-shaped surface detector with arms 40 km long

https://cosmicexplorer.org/

Credit: Evan Hall

Staged approach, designed to leverage “Voyager” technology developments:
silicon mirrors, longer-wavelength IR laser, cryogenic
38

Fully cosmological reach of 3G GW detectors
Hall & Vitale

[Reitze et al., arXiv:1903.04615]
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Summary and Outlook
The O3 observing run, currently at its halfway point, is living up to expectations
The detector sensitivities are significantly better than O1/O2
We are identifying more than one decent event candidate per week, on average,
including some BNS and NS-BH candidates
Hoping for one or more multi-messenger discoveries in O3 —
we are ready, but have to see what nature gives us

Construction of the 3rd Advanced LIGO observatory, in India, is on track
The site has been chosen, land acquired, and infrastructure is being built up

3G (third-generation) GW detectors are firmly in our future plans
Order-of-magnitude better strain sensitivities are feasible, and the science case
is very strong. Would be operational in the 2030s.

